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Questions to Support Family Book Discussion 

Before your child reads a book, ask: 
  

 Why did you select this book? 

 What makes you think this book is going to be interesting? 

 What do you think the book is going to be about? 

 Does this book remind you of anything you've already read or seen? 

 What kind of characters do you think will be in the book? 
  
  
While your child is reading a book, try asking: 
  

 Will you catch me up on the story?  What has happened so far? 

 What do you think will happen next? 

 If you were that character, what would you have done differently in that 
situation? 

 Where and when does the story take place? What is the setting? 

 What does the place look like in your head as you read? Would you 
want to visit there? 

 Did you learn any new words or facts so far? 
  
  

After your child has finished a book, ask questions like: 
  

 What was your favorite part of the book? Why? 

 Who was your favorite character? Why? 

 What was the most interesting thing you learned from the book? 

 Why do you think the author wrote this book? 

 Would you have ended the book differently? 

 Did it end the way you thought it would? 

 Did the problem get solved? 

 If you could change one thing in the book, what would you change? 
  
 



 

 Second Marking Period 
 

Reading: Informational  
 

Uses word recognition and decoding skills:   Students use word 
analysis and context clues to decode and understand words. This 
includes high frequency sight words, spelling patterns, letter/sound 
correspondence and word structures (root words, prefixes, suffixes 
and syllables) to decode unknown words including multisyllabic words.  

 

Reads with fluency:  Students read text with appropriate rate, 
expression, and attention to punctuation. Students recognize and 
monitor their own mistakes and make self-corrections. They also 
adjust the rate of their reading speed to support making meaning 
while they read.   
 

Understands vocabulary in context:  Students understand the 
meaning of words using context clues. This includes interpreting 
multiple meaning words, analyzing root words and affixes (prefixes 
and suffixes) and identifying antonyms and synonyms while reading.   

 

Demonstrates comprehension skills in oral and written form:  
Students demonstrate comprehension of text by utilizing self 
monitoring strategies: asking questions, retelling, and 
confirming/revising predictions while reading. Teachers monitor the 
use of comprehension strategies through independent reading 
journals, conferences, and observing students’ ability to self-select 
independent reading books.  
 

Students demonstrate their understanding of informational text 
through discussions and written responses.  Demonstrating the ability 
to: 

 understand purpose and types of text 
 summarize and identify main idea of text 
 infer and draw conclusions while reading   
 identify and analyze text structure (compare/contrast, cause and 

effect, problem/solution, description, sequential)  
 distinguish the difference between fact and opinion 
 indentify the point of view of text and recognize exaggeration or 

bias presented in text.  

Second Marking Period 
 

Writing: Informational  
 

Demonstrates use of the writing process, drafts, revises and edits: 
Students connect lessons to their daily writing in their writer’s 
notebook; then develop a piece through the different stages of the 
writing process.  
 
Demonstrates use of the traits of writing: When writing an 
informational piece, students incorporate the traits of writing.  
 

 Focus: Students develop a topic with a specific point that is 
clearly an informational essay.  

 

 Content: Students develop their essay by creating a main idea 
with substantial, relevant, and descriptive details.  

 

 Organization: Students develop their informational pieces using 
effective organizational strategies and structures, such as logical 
order and transitions, which develop a specific point to essay.   

 

 Style: Students develop an informational essay that 
demonstrates precise control of language. Students use creative 
stylistic techniques, use interesting word choice and a variety of 
sentence structures that creates a consistent and effective point 
of view and tone.   

 
 

Applies conventions of writing:  Students use appropriate 
conventions, capitalization, grammar, spelling and punctuation, in 
their daily writing.  
 


